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r-riECOUCTIOM
Mo discussion of the significance of the Upper John Day Basin
can be meaningful without an understanding of its geography! topography
and present climate.

Thio* report will therefore include a brief

description of these attributes.

Following this will be a description

of the geology end chronology of the exposed rocks of the basin.

With

this background it will then be possible to discuss the history of the
investigations, paleontology and interpretation of the significant
aspects of this region.
There are over two hundred scientific papers concerning the
geology and paleontology of the Upper John Day Basin.

Direct reference

will only be mode to the most significant studies relative to the
purposes of thio report.

In addition 1 will make reference to some

unpublished papers and journals rnd my own close association with the
ores for the last twenty years.
For the purposes of this report the Upper John Dray Basin is
considered to be that area drained by the John Day River upstream from
the gorge north of Clorao.

Important tributaries include the North
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end South Forks of the John Day River, Butte Creek, Pine Creek, Currant
Creek, Cherry Creek, Fridge Creek, Service Creek, Kahler Creek, Haystack
Creek, Rock Creek, Cottonwood Creek and Fields Creek. The basin occupies
Wheeler and Grant Counties of north Central Oregon. U, S. Highway 26
passes through the basin from west to east and U. S. Highway 395 running
north and south borders the eastern edge of the basin. State Highways
19» 20? and 208 and a number of paved county rondo provide- access to
the remainder of the basin.
Visitors to the John Day Basin are immediately impressed
with the high relief of the region.

It exceeds 6,COO feet over the

entire area and is often over 2,000 feet locally. The John Day River
and its tributaries ere thus deeply incised in rather narrow valley
floors, sometimes only lnrge enough to accommodate the stream. Although
tho high relief presents problems of access, in the banin, it also reveals
the geology opectecularly.
The region is semi arid with an average of twelve inches per
year rainfall, some of which comes in local cloudbursts in tho summer.
The higher elevations support pine foreoto. Stream courses are
bordered with willow nnd Cottonwood.
scattered juniper and saga.

The middle elevations have

This is in striking contrast to geologically

earlier vegetation which will be discussed Inter in the report.
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K.ci'H I F THE jom-i DAY BAD IN

The rocks exposed in the John Day Basin reveal an extensive
record of earth history. The oldest rocks present are of the Paleozoic
and Kesozoic eras hundreds of millions of years old.

In these rocks are

fossil clems and marine reptiles indicating the presence of the sea in
the region fit that time. However, exposed land was present nearby even
at that time as evidenced by the presence of fossil plants end terrestrial
reptiles. A near shore environment is thus postulated for the John Day
Basin in its earliest history.

This very early record is best known

from the adjacent areas to the west, south snd east, but only poorly
represented by occasional windows into the diotont past within the basin
itself.
One of the refteons the very early record ie not so abundant
in the basin is that it is covered by a tremendous volume of younger
Cenozoic era rocks, representing the history of the area of the last
seventy million yearn.

The Cenozoic ere is sometimes referred to ea the

age of mammals because of their dominance curing that time. It ie
divided into the Tertiary and quaternary Periods in the geologic calendar.
Host of Cenozoic time is represented in the Tertiary and only the last
two or three million years in the guarternary which includes the
Pleistocene or, as it is oometimes called, the Ice Age. The Tertiary
rocks will be of the moot interest hero because the majority of the
rocks of the John Pay Basin represent this period of time. It is subdivided into five agon in the- geologic calendar; Poloocene, Eocene,
Cligoceno, Miocene and Pliocene. All but the Pnleocens are recorded
in the John Day Bsoin.
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Clarno Formation
llie oldest Tortinry recks of the John Day Basin ere those of
the Clarno Formation.

Howeveri their geographic extent is much greater.

To the west the Clarno Formation appears no far ae the eastern foothills
of the Cascades,! to the north it extends nearly to the Columbia River
and south beyond the Crooked Fiver.

Much of the lower part of the

formation consists of basalts and rhyoliteo! extrusive lavas of volcanic
origin.

In the upper few hundred feet sediments derived from volcanic

ash are common and contain fossil plants and animals.

The total

thickness of the Clarno Formation is 5»000 feet.
The fossil plants and animals from the Clarno Forma Lion
indicate an ago of Late Foeone to Early Ciigocene.

Samples of the rooks

from the upper part of the formation obtained by p.. Hay and determined
by the University of California laboratory at Berkeley gave on absolute
age of thirty seven million years.

These determination from the upper

portions of the formation of course suggest that the bulk of the unit
below ia even older.
Within the John iYry Basin the Clarno Formation is well
exposed north and west of Mitchell in the southern part of the basin
and along Mine Creek between Fossil and Clarno in the northern part of
the basin.
John Day Formation
Overlying the Clarno Formation is the John Day Fonnatlon.
also hn.3 a considerable distribution beyond the bnsin.

It

Exposures are

present to the west in the Deschutes River drainage and to the south in
the Crooked Fiver drainage.

Unlike the Clnrno Formation the John Day
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Formation has very few rocks, ouch no basalts and rhyolites, with a
direct origin as lavas from volcanic sources except in its lower
portion. One prominent volcanic rock, a rhyolitic irnirabrite averaging
120 feet in thickness, occurs near the middle of the formation and
divides the formation into upper and lower parte of about equal thickness.

The John Day Formation is at leant J,COO feet thick. Much of

it consists of massive tuffaceous claystones.
B. L. Hay (196.3) and R. V. Ficher (v.'ilcox and Fisher 1966)
have recently studied the John ley Formation to determine the source
and conditions of origin of the sediments. Their work indicates that
the massive clay-stones which contain the fossils originated from
eruptive clouds of ash, probably from source volcanoes in the vicinity
of the Cascade Mountains.

That those came as thin layers of ash at

infrequent intervals and were incorporated into the ground by the
action of roots, burrowing organisms and sheet wash which resulted in
the massive structure rather than a fine bedded one. The ash weathered
to clay.

In the lower part of the formation weathering was completed

at the land surface thun producing the distinctive reddish coloration
commonly seen. Hoy (1963) estimates that the lov/er 835 feet accumulated
at the rate of. 0.1 feef. per 1,000 years and the next 8S0 feet at about
one foot per 1,000 years. Ouch n slow rate of accumulation discourages
any cuggecjtion that massive- destruction of plants and animals resulted
from the ash falls and demands- a less spectacular explanation. Some
of the lower beds are reworked tuff deposited in a lacustrine
environment whereas reworked tuffs in the upper beds are stream deposited.
The abundant fossil plants of the lower part of the John Day
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Form-it ion indicate n 1 to Oligocene age.

Fossil mc-isranls ore rare in

the lowest port of the formation but ere abundant higher up.
indicate an early Miocene age.

They

Absolute dates reported by Hay (1963)

provide an age of 31 million years for the lowest John B^y Formation
and an ago of 25 million years for beds about half way up in the
ccction.
Within the area of this report the John May Formation is
exposed frequently.

The most significant exposures ore north of

Mitchell along State Highway 207, east of Clarno, north of Fossil,
north of Picture Gorge along highway 19 at a number of places, and
southeast of Monument.
Columbia P.iver Bnoolto
The most ubiquitous Eeries of rocks in the John Day Basin
are the Columbia Fiver Basalts which commonly appear overlying the
John Day Formation,
Oregon.

ihero basalts occur over much of north central

Geologists separate them into a lower series 300-1500 feet

thick and an upper scries cf an additional 1,000 feet.

They a; parently

flowed through a scries of fissures which ere revealed is dikca by
erosion.

Davi6 Dike nlong highway 19 is an example.
The amount of tirro represented by this 2,500 feet thick

eeries of basalts is not known,

however, in places soil horizons

developed between flows co that a considerable length of time may be
involved.

Since their depositions thene b-,salts have been folded and

faulted and partially removed b.y erosion.

kicturo Gorge provides the

best point of easy access to see folding of the Columbia Fiver Basalts.
Mecca!1 Formation
The Mnscnll Formation overlies the Columbia Fiver Basalts.
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It is found now in aranchmore limited distribution then it previously
occupied since a large portion hoc- been removed by erosion.

It is

also seen outside the John l«y Basin appearing in the Crooked River
drainage to the southwest. The greatest thickness exposed at present
is 2,ICO feet, however, Thayer and Brown (19'6) have shown that it aay
originally have been 6,0CO~?,000 feet thick.

It consists for the most

part of light colored, v;ater-l?.id, altered volcanic ash. Locally
other types of rocks are present in the Mnscnll Formation.

It is best

seen along the John Bay Fiver between the town of John Day and Picture
Gorge. Just south of the 'tnscall Ranch it is spec tax ularly exposed in
badlands topography.
Hie fauna and flora occurring as fossils in the Maocall
Formation indicate a late 'liecene ago.

Absolute dates determined

from rock samples at other points in Oregon producing o similar fauna
indicate an nge of about 15 million years.
Rattlesnake Formation
Youngest of the Tertiary rocks in the basin, the Rattlesnake
Formation overlies the- Fascoll and hor. a very similar distribution.
The thickest section of exposed Rattlesnake Formation measures over
700 feet, however, Thayer and Frown (19<S6) suggest a probable thickness
of over 1,000 feet.

It consists of gravels, cross-bedded sandstones,

tuffaceous sandstones, end a prominent welded tuff. The welded tuff
occurs near the middle of the formation and is a hard cliff forming
unit weathering similarly to a basalt. In many places the jodimentB
above the welded tuff b ~.vo boon removed and the welded tuff appears
as a cap giving a mesa-like topography. The sediments are both
lacustrine and fluviatile in origin.
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The fauna of the rattlesnake Formation in of middle Pliocene
ago. An absolute dote on the welded tuff by means of KA determination
io 6.^ million yeors.

The Rattlesnake Formation may be seen along

Highway 26 between John Day and Picture Gorge. It is best seen just
south of the gorge.
Terrace Deposits
Terraces occur along the John Day Fiver in a number of
places.

They have yielded Pleistocene foo3ilo but no absolute date

hao been determined.
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Several aspects of the geologic history of this region have
already been suggested in tho foregoing discussion. The most important
is that a very long record is represented in the upper John Day Basin.
The later portion of this record, that of the Cenozoic, is quite
complete considering the amount of time spanned.

The other aspect is

not so obvious. All of the formations described above have a much
larger geographic distribution beyond the limits of the upper John Day
Basin.

It is obvious that the depositions! basin involved Is consid-

erably larger than the present drainage of the John Day River which is
the basis for our limitations of the upper John Day Easin. The geologic
history described here then is that of o wider area than that of
immediate interest for the purposes of this report. However, it should
be pointed out hero that this history in bent observed in the upper
John Day Basin where all of the elements are well represented.
The early accumulation of volcanic rocko of tho Clarno
Formation were weathered end presented a low relief surface for the
deposition of the John

ay Formation.

This surface- was soon filled

level by the sccumul tion of the early part of tho ash and basalts of
the lower John Day. Later, after a considerable amount of ash bad
accumulated, erosion created a gentle rolling surface with a maximum
relief of 1,000 feet. This surface was filled and covered by the
tremendous flows of Lave of the Columbia Fiver Basalts from numerous
eruptive centers. Although some faulting had proceeded this, the major
faults occurred after the appearance of the basalts end apparently after
the deposition of the H.eecall Formation which origplnally was very thick
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and covered much of the John Day Baoin to a depth of almost a mile.
A structural trough comprised of both f-ulting and folding distorted
the existing rocks in the region particularly between Picture Gorge
end John Dey.

At the same- time erosion v/ae removing the greater part

of the Maocall Formation.

In fact, by the time the Rattlesnake

Formation woe deposited, tho Mascnll Formation hsd been completely
stripped from large areas and the underlying basalts were being eroded.
Kuch of tho region has been attacked by erosion continually cince that
time providing the present local high relief.

The combination of

folding, faulting end erosion provides- the opportunity to oee so much
of the previous record.
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DIfCOVTY AND III-VTCFiT OF irfViTTIOATICHS

In l86l Thomas Condon csmo to The Dalles, Oregon, on the
Columbia Piver as n minirtor.

Coon after he arrived he began to find

fcr.sil vertebrates rnd plants in the J-'lie-cone rock3 of The Dalles
Formation. His interest in such things became? well known and residents
of the area visited hie home and "cabinet" to see what ho had found and
to bring specimens for identification and explanation. Condon developed
earlier in his life on ability to lecture end often gave brief lectures
en geology r.nd paleontology to interested young people during the
winter months when time lay heavy en their handn. These young people
were soldiers, wranglers, local residents, etc. In this way Condon
instilled on interest in the people of the region and en appreciation
for the significance of foasile ss means of understanding earth history.
The Dalles* was a terminus for the military road to Canyon City
in the John Day Basin.

It is not surprising then, that in 1864 soldiers

found and recognized fossils while traveling through the basin and
brought then to Condon's attention. From 1864-1871 Condon spent all the
time and effort ho co.Id afford in the John Day Basin collecting and
observing. He,was often accompanied by soldiers and L. S. Davis, a local
businessman of The Dalles. Davis became the guide to nearly all the
expeditions in the region until 1900.
By I.67I Condon had developed an outline of the geologic
hi:-tor; of the area and published it in tho Overland Monthly (Condon I87I),
During the intervening tine he had appealed to others for assistance in
the identification of the fossil plants end animals he had collected.
Leidy saw some of the normals, and Newberry the plants. As o. result the
significance of tho brain and its history was well known both in the
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United States and P.urope. This drew March to the area where Condon
guided hio through and pcrso collecting was done. fcirsh engaged the
assistance of L. S. Dnvie and wlllinra Day who collected for his in the
John Day Basin until 3.877 « Condon showed LeConte of tho University of
California through the region in 3.873 and exchanged views with hia on
the interpretation of the evidence of its earth history.
Tho John Daya Basin attracted a number of collectors from
1875-1900.

In 1878-18?9 J. Vortmon, C. Sternberg and L. S. Davis

collected for E. D. Cope in the basin. They used the Masoall ranch as
their headquarters. The l»r.t cf the Indian w3ro occurred during their
stay and they were forced to toko cover no tho Bannock Indians swept
through the country.

In 3.8$0 Captain Bsndire cf the U« K. Arny, guided

by L. S. Davis, collected fossil plants. In 1882 tavis and Day were
again commissioned by fl-rsh to collect for him, this tiro

representing

the U. 5, Geological Curvcy. Much of this collecting was directed
towards learning the fauna of the John Day Formation with a lesser
amount of effort in the ptascnll Formation. Most of the resultant publications were concerned with the naming of new species or genera. Cope
alone published thirty papers on the fauns of the region between 1878
and 1889*

By 1900 over 100 papers had been published on the geology

and paleontology of the John Cay resin end nearly every major museum
in the world had collections from there.
In 1899 J« C. Korriaa brought n. small party to tho John Day
Basin beginning on noscciation with the area which lasted through his
tenure at tho University of California, hio presidency of the Carnegie
Institution and his short period at the University of Oregon. Merriao
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brought a type of interest recieolKcerst of that of Condon's but with
greater resources.

He clearly depicted the geologic relationships

and the nature of Use faunas early in his efforts end brought to bear
tho intorcate cf his students, Suataca Furlong, Chester Stock and JRolph
Chaney.

Facb subsequently played an i/nport-'uxt role in the understand-

ing of tho area.

The expeditions of 1899, 1900, 1901 end 1916 wore

particularly significant.

The 1916 expedition brought back collections

froa the Rattlesnake Foracition which first revealed the nnturo of the
riioceno fauns of the basin. Publication of these results (Herrisa,
Stock, Moody 1925) loft only the fauna of the Clnrno unknown.
Stock continued his intorest in the fossil faunas of the
John Day Basin until tho late 1920'u when ho moved to tho California
Institute of Technology and transferred his interests to tho basins of
Southern California.
Although tho fo3n.il mufcui&liau fauna had bococio relatively
well known by the 192C'a much of the study of the former vegetation
had been carriec*. out using inadequate oonples usually collected by
someone other than the investigator hfuaself end with errors in stratigraphic information.

Chaney began his work at this time with his study

of tho Clnrno flora of tho Crocked Rivrr ?«?ain quiciily followed by his
classic study of the flora of the lower John Day Formation from the
Bridge Crook exposures.

It soon became clear that this basin provided

an ideal act of circusntraces for ecquoncial floriotic studies and in
the next forty yearn Chnney took advantage of those to produce a oerioa
of highly significant papers providing the basis for much of modern,
paleobotany.
In 19'*2 the first glimpno of the nature of tho fauna of the
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Clarno Formation come- when Ion Hancock discovered a tooth in the "nutbed"
along Pino Creek east of Clnmo (Gtirton l?*'^).

Later a mineral collector

found a fragment of what appeared to be badly weathered bone in a saddle
about oneoile from the nutbod. He pessed thin on to Hancock who pursued
it and found that be-no was weathering out at that point. After a
summer's work Hancock had opened a pit and found it to be a productive
site. He brought thief to the attention of J. A. Shotwell at the Museum
of Natural History of the University of Oregon. These two joined forces
and developed a large quarry producing a highly diversified fauna. This
fauna in still being studied.

Thus the earliest chapter in the history

of mammals in the John Pay Basin was uncovered one hundred years after
the original discovery of the fossil field.
Reviews of the John Dry and Museall faunas wore carried out
in theses by M. Green end I. Downs (1956) in the last fifteen years.
These- works brought together the previous scattered information and
revealed two important difficulties in our previous knowledge. One was
the scattering of specimens of these two faunas over a large number of
institutions making comparative studies very difficult. A more formidable problem lay in the inadequacy of early stratigraphic end locality
diato accompanying the collections. This made it impossible to determine
if fauna1 changes had occurred in the eight to ten million years represented in the John Day Formation alone.
P. V. Fish or end Fi. L. Hoy began studies in the John Lay
Formation aimed at understanding the origin of the sediments and
recognizing useful stratigraphio markers. Previous workers had relied
on the colors to indicate vertical position within the formation but
theoe eventually proved to be unreliable. Fisher enlisted the aid of
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J, Eonoberger, also of the University of California, to recollect
Eaaraalo in concert with his otratir:rarhic studies.

The final results

of this work are not yet published*
Over one hundred years since its discovery, the John Day
Eocin is still making subntontinl contributions to onrth history.
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Although the most complete record of life in the John Day
Basin is to be seen in the Tertiary rocks this is not the beginning
of the record there. Pre-Tertiary rocks of more than one hundred
million years in age are nloo present. The. record they hold is epoty
but documents the presence of the sea in the region at that early
date, Rear 14itcho.ll* fossil shells of a.-smonitos are seen. These
distant relatives of the Nautilus ere email but indicate some depth
to the water at that point. In other oroao near shore shells are
found and swijaning reptiles. Among these ero the bones of gliding
reptiles suggesting that land was not far away.
Tertiary Floras and Fhunao of tho John Da,/ Basin
The Clarno flora and fauna ere the oldest record of Tertiary
life in the John Day Basin. For many years only tho foeoil plants of
the Clarno Formation v,'ere known. They were well preserved.

Even the

fossil fruits of many of them were collected in large numbers. With
no botanical training any observer could easily recognize that the
f03sil leaves represented quite a different flora than can be seen
any place in Oregon today, Most of the leaves are large* apparently
thick and with smooth borders. The laurel family is well represented
in this fossil flora. Another common type of plant ore the palms.
Together they give a tropics! aspect to tho flora and in fact, palec—
botanists have determined the flora to be nub-tropical in character.
It was not surprising when the fauna was finally uncovered to eee
crocodiles as an important part of it. A large amphibious rhinoceros
was also present as well an tho great rhinoceros-like brontotherec and
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ouch smaller tapirs. A tiny horse, a nnir.ll running rhinoceros completes
the list of highly diversified perisoodactyl mammals, known. Peccaries
and oreodonts, the pig-like artiodnctyls, are also present and ore seen
in many of the succeeding faunas.
The relief of the John Day Basin was very much less in Clarno
tino than it is now, rrobably only a fow hundred feet in the form of low
rolling hills. The plants required n high rainfall and could not have
withstood freezing temperatures. A striking contrast with the basin
today.
Within five million years the character of the vegetation and
fauna had changed remarkably.

This new flora and fauna is recorded in

the John Day Formation. It persisted with only slight changes for at
least seven million years and probably somewhat longer. The flora end
fauna of the John Dry Formation are the best known.

By John Day time

the flora looks more familiar to most Americans because of its temperate
character although some of the plant© represented have relativea living
only in Asia. Oak©, elm, sycamore, chestnut, baoewood, birch, hornbeam
and maple are present and similar to those of the southeastern United
State© today. Kotcscquoia, the dawn redwood, and Kstsura of Asia, ere
however, also important parts of the flora. Cut without knowing the
identity of the individual plant species it is obvious that there is a
great difference botv/een the flora of the John Day Formation and that
of the Clarno and that conditions must have changed in the intervening
time.

The loaves are smaller and thinner and their margins are not

smooth. Palms are no longer present. Judging from the condition© of
regions where floras of similar composition live today the John Day
climate must havo been a little dryer and somewhat cooler than that
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of the Clarno.
One hundred and twenty species of fossil mammals ore known
from the John Cay Formation.

They range from mall relatives of the

oi'posetmi through saber-tooth cato, rhinoceros, oreodents, horses,
peccarle3 and giant hogs to beavers, dogs, rabbits, pocket mice and
many others. In addition tortoises, lizards, snakes and land snails
are commonly present in collections. Tliis fauna differs almost no
greatly from that of the Clarno as does the flora. However, a number
of those- fossil mrjEiala have their ancestor?/ in those of the earlier
Clnrno fauna or are at leant closely relator!. The horses are much
larger but still browsers, the oroodenta aro much more highly
diversified and the carnivores more modern in their appearance. The
great brontotheres of the Clarno CG well as the amphibious rhinoceroses
left no descendants end never appear again.
The woodlands and forests of early John toy time occupied a
fairly level plain but in later John itey time a rolling topography
developed with a relief of nearly 1,000 feet with steep walled valleys
dicoecting the region.

The climate was cooler then in Clarno time

with some freezing weather and a moderate rainfall distributed
throughout the year.
Another glimpse of the Jolui hay nasin flora end fauna,
about eight million years later, re-vonln other changes. This record
ic present in the Mom-call Formation. Common plants are swamp cyprose,
black oak, hickory, eyerwero, a small leafed maple, ginkgo, box elder,
elm and over sixty other lcos common apocioa of plants. They represent
several kinds of local habitats, reflecting hillsides, ponds, stream
borders and plains.

In this varied habitat appeared tho firot grazing
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horses of the John Toy 31?sin.
Savanna, new to the rerlon.

Threc-tcoi, they probably occupied tho

'-1th then occurred the elk-like Droaoaeryx

with its horns rather then antlers.

Oroodonts and poccariee persisted

and many of the modern rodents of todny first became recognisable in this
fauna.

It has a distinctly modern aspect and v;ould not appear out of

place today if it were not for its rhinoceroses and camels unless the
observer wore quite clone to the animals.

The first boars and mastodons

of the John Day Basin appear in tho Maacall fauna.

Much of tho fauna

was derived from tho earlier fauna of the John Day Formation, however,
sorao elements arrived from Asia at this time end provided n different
oxicestory.

Differences between the previous fauna and that of the

Maccall thus represented changes in these animals which were previous
residente and the appearance of completely new typos.
The fauna unci flora of tho Fattlconako Formation provides
our last view of Tertiary life in the John Day Basin oome seven
million yearn ago.

Changes were still the rule.

Dryer climate had

reduced tho vegetation to treco and ohrubn nlong the stream courses
and at some higher elevations, grassland bed become extensive.

Tho

large single toed n o r m Fliohippug had invaded the area from tho south,
rhinoceros, carieln0 peccaries and mastodonts were common large msxrnnlo.
The oroodonts so ebundr.nt in earlier fcunr.c were no longer present.
antelope, pphenophnlos, had invaded the basin with Pliohippus.
eTk-liko fromomeryx wo.a rone<a

The

The

Small cloths from Couth America added

to tho number of species which were not derived from tho previous
residents, end represent migrations into the John Day Basin from Anin,
South America and tho Central Great Basin of the V'eetern United States.
Tho constantly changing flora and fauna of this region
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over tills long period of tir.o is kulaedloGCopc in character.

The

changes tire often spectacular but have order and eoraetiaea seem to
reoccur but with different type;? of snimnlo and plants, climate,
topography, geography-, migration, extinction and evolution all
playing their part.
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rj.C>;iIFICAiK-s Or TFI.':' P .''HON

The primary cdfTHficnncs of tho John Day Basin is in the
record of Parth History, displayed in its rocks and fossils covering a
considerable portion of time.

Fortune.toly it3 early discovery was by

a cian who appreciated this ond described this aspect of the region ae
follows:

"-—any record of the pent as authoritative as that of a

good geological field, covering an extensive range, and filled with
minute details of events, can hardly fail to be instructive" (Condon
1C71).

J. C. He-riam also recognized tho instructive value of the

region raid described it as followo:

"Although there are other

geological sections, particularly in western United States, which
furnish as remarkable a history 00 that which has been barely
outlined,

in his previous statements

there are probably none in

which the relations of tho various chanters to each other are more
evident than they are in the record inscribed on the walls of the
John Day Canon.

The deciphering of the geologic story of most regions

is accomplirbed through the enthusiastic labors, over wide areas, of
men taught to G O O things which escape the notice of untrained observers.
The John Day section tolls its story so plainly that to ono who sees
the record a comprehension of its meaning is unavoidable."

(Merriara 1901A)

Still another paleontologist, D. ».'. Chaney, who developed the
knowledge of the floral history of the John boy Baein described it as
follows:

"No etatc is more richly endowed with the records of enrth

history.

No rerrlon in tho world shown a more complete sequence of

Tertiary land populations, both plant and animal, than the John Day
Basin" (Chancy 19*1?).

These throe men not only knew the basin best in
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their tins of invectipition there but recognized ita iinfortcr.ee to the
public as en educational tcol, for tho quotations listed are not from
scientific jourr.alo of a t :aV:'.?, .1 u-t-.-ro but general publications for
the public benefit. Condon's remarks are from the "Overland Monthly",
Kerriaia'e from "Harpers Monthly Magazine" and Chaney's froa "Condon
Lecturers", a eerier of public lectures.
There io no questions of the national or oven international
significance of the John Toy Eacin.
years,

It has been clear for one hundred

neither is there any question of the clarity of the story to

bo seen by tho visitor, this io its chief value.
Other areas now part of the National Park Service; Pinosaur,
Agate Springs, Badlands and \ lourieant, all deal with single chapters
or como unique aspect of single chapters in the history of life. The
John Bay Basin offers an entire bock i
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History of Previous Efforts
J. C, Herriom waa iiot only a student of the study of natural
phenomena but was also very concerned about tho emotional, religious,
philosophical, conservation, and educational values of nature. Ibis
"fiarnient of God" (Nature in Hunan Experience) was his expression of
this.

In acts, this interest was strongly applied in the development

of Grand Canyon end Crater Lake National Parks. During hie tenure as
president of the Carnegie Institution he organised* a group known oe the
John Day Associates. This group consisted of scientists froa nearly
all fields of Haturral History concerned about the conservation "of the
John Day fossil beds and in developing public interest in the geological
story so clearly told by the racks end foe-ails of the region."

(Stock 19^7)

They implemented their reals by acting as advisors to Sam Eordman, then
director of the Oregon State Forks. He acquired tracks of land for the
state in order that some of the mors valuable areas might be retained
in public ownership. Those tracts wore those which had the highest
potential for interpreting the region to the pnblic.
In 195*+ Dr. J. A. Khctwell of the Museum of Natural Jlistory
of the University of Cropon and the State Parks Deportment cooperated
in the creation of o plan for tho development of restorations, displays
and observation areas for tho interpretation of the area to the public.
The site at Ehoop Dock woo chosen because of the ready access to
Highways 19 snd 26 and because of the extant of the record visible there.
This propooal woo not funded by the Highway Coraoinnion which administers

&

the State Parks Department.

Since that time, the eaphaaio of the State

Parke has boen directed towards recreation. One of the results has been
to allow pilfering of the areas originally acquired for conservation.
This is encouraged by the publication of widely circulated brochures
by the Travel Information Division of the Oregon State Highway Department inviting tourists to come end dig end includes a map showing
"where to find them."
fungesticne for Interpretation
The John Pry baciri presents a great number of possible cites
useful in an interpretative development of the region for the public.
These may bo categorised depending on their nature, face will bo most
useful for the illustration cf particular as;ecto of the fauna or flora
or geology; such as Turtle Cove, Lcnnely Drain, Monument, or Haystack
Valley.

Some are most valuable r.s major points of interpretation of

large sections of the record tc bo seen; such as the Sheep Rock Site
and the Kaecc.ll Overlook. Others hove particular scenic value; ouch aa
Cathedral Dock end the tainted Hills.
The wide .geographic separation of the various points of
interest in the, John Try T-sin rules out the establishment of a single
contiguous! development.

However, several locations might bo developed

to illustrate particular aspects of the history displayed and a single
or pair of localities developed as n major interpretative point and
visitors center or centers.
A combination of the Cheep lock end liascall Overlook citea
as major eitec for interpretation of the geologic relations of the beds
of the John Day Eonin is highly deoironblo. These sit»3 are only a
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short distance epnrt and parts of the section visible from both
locations could bo used to provide continuity to the viewer*

The

combination provides both an instructive and. a spectacular display of
the salient features of Lhe region.

The fheop lock site allows a pood

view of the John Day formation aid overlying Columbia, liver Basalts,
Lena than a mile to the north along the river in r.n exposure of the
very early pre-Tortlery rocks*

The spectacular nr.ture of thia site

and its direct access by both Highway 26 and. 19 make it n highly
desirable crnjor visitors center.

Tain center could include outcide

restorations,, araia.llnuceun with displays rnd an observation area
supported by interpretative corks.
The haacall Cvorlook coopliconts the Theep Pack site by
providing en erxcllont view of the younger bode atop the spectacular
Columbia liver Eaoalts exposed in the back .''round ct Picture Gorge which
separate?! the two locations*

The Knttlonnake and Bascsll Formations

are best exposed at this site.

One of the high kattlesnnko Formation

cxpocsreo is alco visible from the Hhcsp bock cite as are the
Columbia river Basalts,

"hose two sites then, form an ideal nnturnl

setting for interpretation of complimentary aspects of the region.
I'x.pocure of specimens and their development E G "in place"
displays is feasible but would require scene protection from weather.
Turtle Covo and the no called Force area ere ideal for cudiibits of
this type.

The Cheep bock and lincco.ll Cvorlook sites would not bo ns

useful for thia type of interpretation beexuss of the separation of
the visitor from the actual fossil beds; at Ghoep f.ock by the river
and at Mescall Overlook by the nature of the topography.
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The sites suggested here ere in part property of the State
Parks,

They provide an ideal situation because of their proximity to

ench other and this is one of the reasons they were acquired.
Two additional features are not included to this pointj
The Clsrno Formation end the Painted Hills.

Development of a Clarno

interpretative site- might be done near Mitchell where the Clarno
Formation is exposed.

This would have the advantage of its proximity

to the Fainted Hills and Highway 26.

Howevort the major fossil

vertebrate sites are to the north along a paved road between Fossil
and Clarno.

A development in thenar t h e m port of the basin would

have the advantage of allowing the violtor to see the many exposures
of John Pay Formation north of the primary interpretative sites and
take him through the Jiir.h elevation forests between '.ervice Creek
and Fossil where good camping facilities are available out of the
summer heat.

In addition access to Highway 97 in available on west

from Clarno as well as Interstate 80 on north from Fossil so that a
visitor could reduce the amount of back tracking necessary,

Iho

short cut from Sorvi.ce Creek to Mitchell passes by the Donnely Basin
end through the very early pre-7ertiory beds providing another
possibility of routing end access to the Pointed Hills.

Likewise a

side trip through Monument rovoals many more and varicolorod exposures
of the John Day Formation and puts the visitor in easy reach of
Highway 395 at Long Creek.

The proposed development of a road from the

Dayville area Into the Crooked Fiver drainego provides even more
possibilitiest particularly when considering tho ease of reaching
Ilighway 20 frees there.
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Cbviouoly there r re B-ony combinations of routes coin sites
possible*

And each hum its adv-antare-B.

In choosing sites it should be

kept in Eind that a visitor nay be enticed, to see more of the area and
thus appreciate more of what is to be scon if he can do thi3 without
uncus back tracking, and lr-avo the area at a point convenient to hie
travel goals.

This is particularly Amjiortant in the John Day Basin

because of the Great sire of the area and the long distances between
Bites in some inctancon.

Thoughtful design of the dovelopment of the

region cen make the visitor mere at cone and increase bis enjoyment of
the magnificent story to bo seen there.
Nature has providod in the John Day Besin a unique opportunity to see north History under the most desirable conditions.

The

obvious events pointed out by interpretative aids such as restorations,
displays of specimens both in place and otherwise arranged, and
instructive signs will open a whole new world to many who never drearaod
cuch things could bo neon so clearly.

It will net only increase their

appreciation of the John rv-y Basin but will kindle interest in many
other areas in which they may travel.
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